
A Poisoned Chalice For Malaysia When US 
Goes Rogue On Us – Surrender And Submit 
or Fight But, With What Weapons? 
By Matthias Chang – Future Fast-Forward 
 
I am pissed off with Malaysians!  I am ashamed! 
 
Maybe Malaysians deserve to be f@#ked and whacked by the US THUGS. 
 
When the US thugs came to Malaysia, with the audacity to demand why 
Malaysia contravened the sanctions unilaterally imposed by the US war 
criminals on Russia and Iran etc., freaking arsehole Malaysians could not 
be bothered to take a stand with the present government (the issue is not 
whether you like Anwar or not) and tell the US thugs to f#@k off.  
 
This f#@ked up attitude is the consequence of the failed policy that the 
people must be solely dependent on the government for survival and 
forever hold on to the “Tongkat” (support).   
 
What a price for the incumbent government to pay, as it shares the same 
DNA with all past governments. 
 
The arrival of the thugs is the just like the proverbial mafia with baseball bats 
telling Malaysians to “behave”, and “comply” OR ELSE …! 
 
And do you freaking arseholes understand what is the “OR ELSE?” 
 
Let me paint for you the picture in graphic terms – cut off your dick and 
stuff the dick in your mouth and let you choked to death!  
 
Not possible???  
 
A former prosecutor from our Attorney General Chambers (AGC) was brutally 
murdered and buried in a barrel of cement!  Malaysians did that! 
 
The US /UK thugs are worse and deranged! 
 
The US/UK and Europe consented, financed and armed the Zionist Israelis to 
commit the genocide in Gaza. You saw the videos, the pictures etc. You send 
them to me and expressed your disgust and anger of the wanton crimes 
committed against the innocent women, men and children of Palestine.  
 
Hypocrites!   
 
But, the brave Palestinians fought back and were supported by the 
Houthis from Yemen, and the Hizbullah Resistance!  
 



The war in Yemen has killed an estimated 377,000 people through direct and 
indirect causes. Over 150,000, including tens of thousands of civilians, have 
been killed in the fighting, including the Saudi-led bombing campaign – 26 
March 2015 – on-going (9 years, 1 month and 2 weeks) Operation Decisive 
Storm 26 March – 21 April 2015 (3 weeks and 6 days) Operation Restoring 
Hope 22 April 2015 – present (9 years, 2 weeks and 4 days) - while many more 
have died of hunger and disease in the humanitarian crisis caused by the war. 
 
The Arab Muslims did their theatrics of protest etc. but did not walk the 
talk to resist Israel! 
 
Before that, the criminal US / UK Europe etc. sanctioned Iran, Russia and 
then some, on China.  
 
The freaking Malaysians did f#@k all!  
 
We are not Palestinians!  Shame on Malaysians! 
 
We are not the Houthis from Yemen fighting against all odds!  Shame on 
Malaysians! 
 
We are not Hizbullahs fighting the Israelis!  Shame on Malaysians! 
 
And don’t you dare talk about the Russians, the Iranians and China.  
 
Malaysia and Malaysians are chicken feed as far as the US / UK thugs are 
concerned. And we have been licking the Zionist Anglo-American arses for over 
six decades. 
 
We are stark naked and unprepared for the coming destruction of our 
economy and our people, if and when we are willing to fight. Our brave 
soldiers and military have been let down by corruption and neglect by the 
blinkered political leaders in parliament! 
 
The saving grace and we stalled for some time, was when our principled 
Home Minister told the US thugs that Malaysia would only comply with UN 
Security Council’s sanctions. Bravo! 
 
Why the urgency??? 
 
I will now quote in extenso Tom Luongo,’ 

The world we‟ve known is over. The US Congress finally pushed the big red 
button. When the West froze around $300 billion of Russia‟s foreign exchange 
reserves in March 2022 it was the first step in breaking down the system of 
foreign exchange reserves that makes up the global economy. Freezing assets of 
countries they are mad at isn‟t new behaviour from the locusts that run the G-7 
countries.  

Freezing assets), however, isn‟t really theft, it‟s just the tip.  



The money frozen in 2022 was supposed to operate the same way. It was 
supposed to pressure Russian President Vladimir Putin into ending the war in 
Ukraine. The theory being that the oligarchs, whose money that represented, 
would push Putin out of power to get that money back. 

Theories, by the way, speaking as a scientist, mostly suck.  

Putin used this to his advantage, rallying the world around him and to the 
burgeoning BRICS Alliance. It worked a treat and here we are with $90 per barrel 
oil, raging inflation and a shattered Ukraine. 

Typically, the British call this, “money well spent.” 

Overall, it was a statement by the G-7 that no one‟s money is safe. Look, no 
offense to Iran (or Venezuela or anyone else who previously ran into this 
problem), but cutting them out of the global economy was an effective piece of 
intimidation of everyone else. 

It had its limits, however. And the increasingly common usage of sanctions while 
possibly effective in enforcing the rules based order demanded by the G-7 only 
decreased the cost/benefit analysis of playing by those rules in the future. 
Eventually someone would turn what was supposed to be a weakness into 
strength. 

No self-proclaimed „serious person‟ in DC, London and/or Brussels thought that 
doing something so arrogant (and stupid) to one of the most important 
commodity-producing countries in the world would backfire on them. When you 
stop to think about it we‟re talking about a country, Russia, that in 2023 exported 
more wheat than the 3rd largest producer (the US) harvested — approx. 60 
million tonnes exported (RUS) vs. 47 million tonnes produced (US). 

Tom Luongo added a further warning, 

Leaving aside the inconsolable butt hurt this move implies, it really signifies that 
this may have actually been the plan all along. In their April 26th livestream, the 
Alexes at The Duran brought up the brilliant point that the real target of this 
move to seize Russia‟s forex reserves wasn‟t Russia, but China. 

By all accounts the US has frozen a small portion of the $300 billion of Russia‟s 
money sitting around now collecting interest because of Jerome Powell. But in 
the Age of Bii-Den no foreign policy blunder is too small, no shakedown attempt 
to brazen, and no act of diplomatic vandalism too destructive.  

Sec. of State Antony Blinken‟s „performance‟ in Beijing was nothing short of a 
declaration of war, as Alex Mercouris put it, and he‟s absolutely right. It‟s good 
to see both of them come to the same conclusion I reached during the first days 
of the Bii-Denn Junta…  

The US, UK and G-7 are telling the rest of the world that they don’t give a damn 
about International law and whatever rules since 1948 (the Bretton Woods 
Financial regime etc.) They and they alone will decide the “new rules”. The 
alarm bells are ringing and the message is that Malaysia’s money as well as the 

https://rumble.com/v4rocpk-95b-three-wars-tiktok-ban-and-asset-theft-w-daniel-mcadams.html


rest of the world are no longer safe from confiscation and or forfeiture as the 
bulk of foreign reserves are in the US$ and in US banks!   

This is corruption on an unprecedented global scale! The financial world as we 
know it is signalling that the era of global finance and trade is coming to an end 
– Wall Street will follow the demands of Congress and the moribund White 
House under Biden.  

There is a big question mark (?) whether a Trump presidency will change for the 
better. My personal view is that it does not matter, as the horse has left the barn 
and since Trump is focused on the survival of America, there are no good 
options for him and he may be forced to do the unexpected to save America 
and minimise the fall out!  

In finance and banking, TRUST and CONFIDENCE are fundamentals in all 
transactions. THERE IS NO LONGER ANY TRUST AND OR CONFIDENCE. 
There is no way for the US /UK to regain that trust.  

War is the only option and they must win to survive, even if it is a nuclear 
war (tactical or otherwise). At most we have one year going into 2025. 

I am not prepared to give the short term solutions to cushion Malaysia 
from the fall out as the political leaders across the divide are more focus 
on sustaining their political power and survival. 

Fear has gripped all of them because they have stupidly indulged in 
LAWFARE and vengeance. The nightmare is that when they have no 
power they would be victims of the next round of LAWFARE. 

I have the answers but, give me one good reason why I should care when 
you are all f#@ked up and don’t give a damn!   

 

PS: 

Putin and Russia knew the war criminals’ agendas, anticipated 
the fall out and took pre-emptive steps to protect Russia as far 
back as in 2014 ….  inter alia sold US Treasuries and …………   

Malaysia is freaking on auto mode and clueless!!  
 
Stark naked and will be “financially raped”! 
  
 
     
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 


